
Studies show that people pay as much 
attention to the title as the graph.
But writing good titles is hard...



The easiest way to compare with last year is 
to use Year as a dimension, for instance in 
this case:

Dimension 1: OrderDate
Dimension 2: Year
Measure: =Sum(Sales), full accumulation



Add a combo chart, duplicate the 
measure as a circle marker. 
Adjust the bar width et voilà!

A Lollipop chart.



Wind speed, direction and air 
temperature look nice with 
arrows in a grid. Here's how to do 
that in Sense.



Table with text color, higher 
values are darker and more red.



Field overview with the value 
distribution with min, max, 
average and distinct count.



Donuts are nice with a space for 
the label in the center. Keep the 
number of slices to a minimum 
for better readability.



Hexagonal shapes for USA, 
the positions of the states 
are set with a spreadsheet.



A second axis with percentage 
provides share of total together 
with actual value.



Parliament diagrams are popular 
for election results and the seats 
in a plenary.

Simple to setup using the Qlik 
map chart and the point layer.



Grouping similar values using 
Above and text color...



Making a Butterfly chart from 
a Bar chart



Colors per measure makes 
mixing easy.



Consistent colors and Silent 
Legend makes apps easier to 
use and save space.



Rank charts summarize and 
highlight trends over time.



A Radial Dendrogram starts at 
the center and the paths go to 
the periphery.



Sparklines adds context, 
useful to show trend over 
time.

Source: Our World in Data.



Sometimes there is a need to 
provide more details to the 
chart, for instance the 
definitions and the source.



Placing variance on the x- axis 
helps the user to better grasp 
the change.



Deviation Icicle Chart shows 
Actual - Forecast.





Table indicators are handy for 
setting the context such as 
rank, trend and classification.



Custom mini charts are easy 
to make with SVG. A few lines 
produces the images below.



Charts in tooltips for overview 
first and details on demand.


